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In Lord Brougham , the Lord Chancellor and an alumnus of the University of Edinburgh, told the House of
Lords that "In England the Universities conferred degrees after a considerable period of residence, after much
labour performed, and if they were not in all respects so rigorous as the statutes of the Universities required,
nevertheless it could not be said, that Masters of Arts were created at Oxford and Cambridge as they were in
Scotland, without any residence, or without some kind of examination. Since these graduates do not have a
separate bachelor's degree which is in fact â€” in retrospect â€” incorporated into the program , the master's
degree is their first academic degree. Despite their titles these are still master's degree and may not be referred
to as doctoral degrees, nor may graduates use the title "doctor". In particular fields, namely law, pharmacy and
medicine, this distinction is not made. Integrated master's degrees and postgraduate master's degrees oriented
towards professional practice are often more specifically named for their field of study "tagged degrees" ,
including, for example, the Master of Business Administration , Master of Divinity , Master of Engineering
and Master of Physics. Finnish society is credible: a networked and transparent open civic society, where
education is always a top first priority. You will benefit from our specialist facilities on the way to achieving a
research qualification of genuine distinction. The "in course" MS was last awarded in  The Spanish
government issued a royal decree in establishing the official equivalences between the Spanish pre-Bologna
degrees and the European Qualifications Framework EQF levels. To obtain a national diploma for the master 2
requires a minimum of one year of study after the master 1. Extended master's degrees typically take three to
four years and contain significant practice-related learning that must be developed in collaboration with
relevant professional, statutory or regulatory bodies. The form "Master in In Brazil, the degree often serves as
additional qualification for those seeking to differentiate themselves in the job market, or for those who want
to pursue a Ph. Norway Norway The UN consistently ranks Norway as having the highest standard of living in
the world based largely on average levels of education and income, combined with expected length of lifetime.
Switzerland is not member of the European Union and has the swiss franc as currency. Reports of Agency
reviews of such provision will relate to undergraduate benchmarks and will make it clear that the title reflects
Scottish custom and practice, and that any positive judgement on standards should not be taken as implying
that the outcomes of the programme were at postgraduate level. A Master of Science degree provides a
scientific, technical or professional entry level competence. A Master of Science degree is usually awarded
after completion of coursework that is in a large degree research-based. University courses are therefore single
and last five to six years, after which the master's degree is awarded in this case referred to as Laurea
magistrale a ciclo unico. You will develop core competencies in accounting, finance, management and
business analytics that are vital for you to succeed as a professional accountant, financial expert and business
leader. This was the first master's degree in business, the forerunner of the modern MBA. United Kingdom
United Kingdom The moment you will step into a UK university campus, you will feel you have entered a
fairy tale. BS, PhD. This gradually became formalised as the licentia docendi licence to teach. In , the London
Daily News criticised the practice of Oxford and Cambridge, calling their MAs "the most stupendous of
academic frauds" and "bogus degrees". Why Study Communication? You will develop core competencies in
accounting, finance, management and business analytics that are vital for you to succeed as a professional
accountant, financial expert and business leader. Professional master's degrees may be structured like research
master's e. Those who received their mr. Oxford and Cambridge retained their MAs, but renamed many of
their postgraduate bachelor's degrees in the higher faculties as master's degrees, e. They were integrated
programmes of study that combined first and second cycles and led to a second cycle qualification. You will
benefit from our spec September 4, Swansea University The MRes in Biosciences gives you expert research
training embedded in our world-class research groups embedded within one or more of our research themes in
Biosciences. John Cole September 4, Wondering whether an international business degree can help you
advance in your career? The Master in Surgery degree was introduced by the University of Glasgow in  A
regular post-graduation course has to comply with a minimum of class-hours, while a M. An integrated
master's degree which is always a taught degree combines a bachelor's degree course with an additional year
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of study credits at master's level for a four England, Wales and Northern Ireland or five Scotland academic
year total period. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. July Learn how and
when to remove this template message After acquiring a Bachelor's or Licenciate Degree, students are
qualified to continue their academic career through Master's Degree "mestrado", in Portuguese, a.


